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I

chuckle to myself when I think about
how the Master’s Life Cloud Class
series came about. We were planning
to film an update of DreamWalker Birth
Transitions™ at the Crimson Circle studio.
The production team had come in early
to set up the stage, lighting, cameras and
microphones. Kathleen Haws, an expert
and mentor teach on the DreamWalker
By Geoffrey Hoppe
Birth materials, had flown in from Salt Lake
City to be part of the Q & A session with
Adamus. Linda and I were in the Green
Room getting ready for filming. I always
close my eyes and do some breathing for
about 15 minutes before any event, but this time Adamus popped in and
abruptly announced that we were not going to be filming the Birth update.
Instead, we were going to start a new series called The Master’s Life.
I don’t like surprises. I’m a Virgo. I like things in nice, neat and orderly packages. You can imagine my consternation when Adamus dropped this bomb
on me. I started shooting questions at him – what’s the subject matter? How
many sessions? What should the stage look like? Should we wait to film this
until another day? – but he was already gone. Dang! Sometimes these entities
really annoy the bejeezus out of me.
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I couldn’t do any more breathing, not in this state of mind. By now Linda
was out in the studio. She could see the pale, aghast look on my face when
I walked in. I asked her if I could have a moment, and we excused ourselves
from the staff to find a private corner.
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THE MASTER’S LIFE SERIES
IS A LIVING DOCUMENTARY
ABOUT OUR JOURNEY
INTO REALIZATION.”
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“What’s going on?” she questioned me. “You look like you’ve seen a ghost.”
“More like a spook,” I replied. I told her about Adamus’ directive. She was
so nonchalant about it that I could only assume Adamus had placed a spell
on her. “Sure,” she said. “Let’s do it.” How could she be so calm and cool in
a time of crisis? We walked back into the studio and told the production crew
about the change of plans. Like Linda, they were nonchalant. The only question came from Jean Tinder. “What time should we have lunch brought in?”
“What wrong with these people,” I wondered to myself. “They’re acting
like this is an everyday occurrence!” Later they reminded me that this is an
everyday occurrence when working with Adamus.
The Master’s Life has turned into a profound and deeply insightful series.
I think about all of the materials that have been channeled over the past 19
years and realize that The Master’s Life series is a living documentary about
our journey into Realization. There’s no other material like it on the planet
today. We’re documenting our own story on this path-less-traveled, and leaving a recording for those who come this way after us. I think the subtitle for
the Master’s Life series should be something like “This is how we did it.” The
Master’s Life isn’t filled with rules and guidelines, do’s and don’ts, but rather
insights into what we experienced along the path.
On September 14 we’ll release the latest in the series: Master’s Life 8: Nova
Vita. This follows two monumental Master’s Life episodes that are pivotal on
our journey – Master’s Life 6: No More! and Master’s Life 7: I Am Creation.
I feel like I’ve only touched on I Am Creation in my personal life, yet I’ve
seen what a difference it makes when it comes to allowing energy to serve
me. Master’s Life 8: Nova Vita is about our New Life (Nova Vita). It’s about
that point when the caterpillar starts emerging from the cocoon, spreading
it’s wings for the very first time and realizing that some BIG happened in the
chrysalis. We are emerging from the chrysalis of the human condition and
spiritual adolescence. We are coming into our new life, nova vita.
The Master’s Life series is not for everyone. I wouldn’t recommend it to
someone just coming into their awakening because they simply couldn’t integrate the concepts, at least not now. Maybe 10 or 20 years down the road, but
right now the profundity would be lost on them. I also wouldn’t recommend it
to anyone going through the Dark Night of the Soul. As much as I would like
to give them hope, I feel they would use it as a distraction to circumvent the
oh-so-important-yet-traumatic experience of the Dark Night. This experience
is like descending into the cocoon, something that sets the stage for everything that happens afterward. I’ve come to understand the importance of the
Dark Night, and although I would never want to repeat it I realize what I would
have missed if I had tried going directly from the caterpillar to the butterfly
without the transformational experience in the cocoon.
I wouldn’t recommend the Master’s Life series to what I call the Sedona
crowd. Their spiritual interest centers on aliens, Lemuria, past lives, psychic
readings, crystals and Egyptian healing rods. No offense meant, but I’ve
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walked a few blocks on Sedona Avenue (metaphorically speaking), New Age
Boulevard and Alien Way, and it’s certainly not the road Shaumbra is traveling.
Our road isn’t found on any maps and doesn’t even have a street sign. There
aren’t any shops or tours, and it’s rare that you’ll even encounter another person on this route. What you do encounter is yourself, and
that’s not always so pretty.
I would recommend The Master’s Life Series to anyone who has gone through the Dark Night and survived.
They’ve drowned in Pupa Lake and learned they could
breathe underwater, so to speak. They start to emerge
from the cocoon and the inner voice asks, “What next?”
This is what the Master’s Life series is about: What comes
next? What’s next is the story we’ve created in Master’s
Life including:

Master’s Life 1: Transfiguration
Master’s Life 2: I Am Here
Master’s Life 3: Embodiment
Master’s Life 4: Sensuality
Master’s Life 5: Ahmyo
Master’s Life 6: No More!
Master’s Life 7: I Am Creation

Reading the above titles is like looking at the experience
of the butterfly emerging from the cocoon, starting with the
epic transformation from one form into another, then into the
realization that I Am Here, then into feeling the new body,
then a new form of sensuality, followed by ease and grace.
When the caterpillar (old self) tries to come back it’s a matter
of saying No More! And from there we go into true creation,
not just trying to survive. And next, we’re in our new life
(nova vita). It never dawned on me before that the sequence
of The Master’s Life series is similar to a butterfly emerging
from the cocoon.
By the way, the most popular Master’s Life episode is I Am Creation (#7).
The title is seductive and I’m sure some Shaumbra decided to jump into I
Am Creation so they could start creating things like abundance. However,
in order to understand true creation I feel it’s important to have a good
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understanding of all of the other Master’s Life episodes that lead up to it.
There’s no requirement to view the other episodes first, but the fundamentals
laid out in the previous episodes will add tremendous value to I Am Creation.
A staff member recently asked how many Master’s Life episodes we plan to
do. I have no idea other than Adamus has given me hints about the next two.
What I do know is that the series is a living documentary about our journey
from the Dark Night of the Soul into Realization. What we have yet to realize

is the impact it will have on emerging humans in the decades to follow. They’ll
see how the first group of humans did it, and that will give them the assurance
they can do it also. I feel it’s the most significant library of work we’ve created
in the past 19 years. It’s the new sacred material for ones who make it through
the Dark Night. It’s the story of how we did it.
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THE MASTER’S LIFE –
PART 8: NOVA VITA

NEW FROM ADAMUS

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 14, 2018

For those who are ready, this is the time of coming
into your New Life of embodied Realization, of living
now within your creation in mastery, something Adamus
calls Usara (oo-sah-rah). It is a time of convergence – the
gathering and integration of past lives, honoring for all
you have experienced, and allowing your wisdom. It is
finally time to get off the spiral of expansion and experience, go right through the center of it and dive deep into
your creation. With nothing more to accomplish or strive
for, the crystalline disc within will naturally bring the fulfillment of your ancient Atlantean Dream. Allow yourself
to experience it fully, having tremendous compassion
for your human facet and now consciously choosing the
attributes of your New Life.
In Master’s Life 8 – Nova Vita, Adamus continues his
landmark discussions about coming into embodied

8
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Realization. The Master’s Life series is a living documentary of Shaumbra’s transformation into Mastery. It provides
an unprecedented inside view into what is happening to
thousands of humans around the world as they allow their
enlightenment. The series offers answers to the deepest
questions that one can ask in the final experiences of
their spiritual journey.
What comes after “I Am Creation” (Master’s Life 7)? It
is living within your creation as a Realized Master, accepting the challenges, allowing the changes and experience
the emergence! This process is unlike anything previously
experienced on Earth, even by other Ascended Masters.
They are watching the unfolding of this movement within
you and reporting back to your angelic families. There is
movement of energy in the other realms, something very
different than before. Energy is changing, becoming freer

and more tailored to each individual, and supporting
your conscious creation.

SESSIONS
1. Your New Life (55:00)
Nova Vita is about your New Life, which is unlike any
previous lifetime or incarnation. No other group has done
this before. Adamus leads a merabh of this New Life,
helping you to allow the transition from the old human
identity as you enter into your creation. Now is the time
to simply watch it unfold. This beautiful merabh is followed by a Q&A session where he addresses some of the
questions brought up by the human self. These include
some of the physics of what is happening, whether this
process applies to everyone, what happens to the old
identity and challenges that the human might face.
2. More Questions & Answers (44:47)
Addressing even more of the human questions, Adamus
talks about the crystalline disc within and how it guides
the natural process of coming into Realization, much like
the imaginal disc of the caterpillar guides its transformation into the butterfly. He also talks about “styling,” the
constant renewal of your manifestation and experience,
as well as the effect on dreams, what the human can do in
this transformation, effects on the body, and more.
3. Reunion and Rebirth (42:06)
We are now moving from concepts and theories into
actual experience of embodiment, and the merabh of
this segment is deeply profound. At the center of the
“circle of life,” you are surrounded by aspects and facets
who honor and bear witness to your transformation. They
integrate now, bringing only the wisdom. Life is a spiral
of expansion and experience; now you get off the spiral,
go through its center and emerge into your creation. Your
crystalline disc has brought you to this point, to your new
life of Realization. “Be free, dear ones. Be free.”
4. Convergence (56:34)
Going through this transition, initiated by the Master
and the I Am, the human now simply experiences
enlightenment. It is the Atlantean Dream, and a time to
have tremendous compassion for the human facet. It is a
time of profound convergence – don’t miss it! And don’t

question it. Previous Ascended Masters did not have this
dynamic; they are learning by what you’re doing, and
reporting back to your angelic families. There is a new
movement and understanding of energy, and delightful
attributes of your new life including the disappearance
of “bad habits” and “Tomorrow Anxiety,” a new sense of
self and tremendous compassion for yourself and others,
among other things.
5. Grounding Your New Life (26:01)
You’ve arrived in your new life, without death and
without birth. Now comes experience of the New Life.
In this merabh, it is simply about experiencing, allowing
energies to serve you, allowing the wisdom. The new life
will resemble the old, but will be very different, easier and
with more flow, beauty, depth and sensuality. Allow this
profound moment. Allow the physical body to release
the anayatron and to accept the Free Energy body (light
body). It converges in harmony, a body of living consciousness. You’re actually diving into your creation, your
New Life. Simply allow.

Format: Streaming video, audio and online
text e-reader
Cost: $145 through December 14, 2018;
$195 thereafter
Note: In order to get the maximum benefits
and understandings of Master’s Life 8 – Nova
Vita, we highly recommend first viewing
Master’s Life 6 – No More! and Master’s Life
7 – I Am Creation.
Featuring: Adamus Saint-Germain and
Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe
Recorded at the Crimson Circle Connection
Center, June 2018
Refunds: No refunds on digital purchases

MORE INFO – ENGLISH
WATCH EXCERPTS
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FEATURED EVENTS
THE AHMYO RETREAT (with Japanese translation)
Kona, Hawaii, USA • November 20–24, 2018
“Ahmyo” means “the good life, the Master’s life of ease and grace” when
the I Am begins integrating with the human. Mental choices are replaced with
Master choices and the wisdom of the soul becomes available to the human. Simply put, it’s a “change of manageMORE INFO
ment” from the limited human to the free Master.

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL
ONLINE • November 30–December 2, 2018
We always recommend that you take this life-changing class with certified
teachers. However, if that is difficult for you, this is an opportunity to attend the
Sexual Energies School online, hosted live by Geoffrey and Linda. Multiple sessions with Tobias and Adamus, as well as guided personal
experiences.
MORE INFO

THE AHMYO RETREAT
Kona, Hawaii, USA • February 9–13, 2019
“Ahmyo” means “the good life, the Master’s life of ease and grace” when the
I Am begins integrating with the human. Mental choices are replaced with
Master choices and the wisdom of the soul becomes available to the human.
Simply put, it’s a “change of management” from a human
with limited perspectives to a Master with freedom.
MORE INFO

THE THRESHOLD
Kona, Hawaii • February 18–22, 2019
The Threshold is a premium Crimson Circle event based on what Adamus
Saint-Germain calls The Threshold of Enlightenment. According to Adamus,
our journey on the spiritual path has encompassed many
lifetimes, but now we hesitate at the threshold of the
MORE INFO
realization of enlightenment.
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H

o had just arrived at the Ascended Masters Club and taken a seat
at his preferred bench, when suddenly, on the table in front of him
manifested twenty shot glasses, filled to the brim with a bright liquid. Next to the glasses appeared a bottle, its label showing a broadly grinning St. Germain, pointing to something written in ornate calligraphy. The
lettering read “Ho-Ly Brother Elixir.”
Ho shook his head and stared at the arrangement in disbelief.
He was still caught in his thoughts when Althar came over and
joined him, shape-shifting his dragon body to fit on the bench
next to Ho. Glancing at the glasses, Althar said, “Let me guess.
You’re musing about your first lost love and trying to drown your
still unresolved self-worth issues.”
“No,” Ho answered.
“You’re waiting for nineteen friends to join you in testing your
first self-distilled schnapps containing fluid light and a hint of
star dust?”

By Joachim Wolffram

“No.”
“You are celebrating yet another amazing true creation, brought forth
in pure joy, being happy like a virgin mother watching her kid endlessly
expanding?”
“Not really.”
“You’re taking emergency refuge, rescuing yourself from, from... wait,
this smells familiar.” Althar picked up a glass and sniffed the liquid it held.
“Holy crap!”
“Getting closer.”
Althar grabbed the bottle and inspected its label. “If this is what I think it is,
then why are you making such a sour face?”
“Well,” Ho sighed, reluctant to continue, “I lost a bet. And you know that I
usually only bet if I know there is no real chance of losing.”
“Sure. Some say that’s wisdom. Or boredom. Anyway, what was the bet?”
“I bet that it was impossible, even for him, to drag this out over such a long
time. I mean, he just started the twentieth series. This means he’s been going
at it for twenty years.”
“Yeah, that’s quite impressive. Rephrasing the same few things over and
over again. Coming up with new and enticing explanations, yet always saying
the same thing. He’s really good at it, isn’t he?”
“See, that’s it. My bet was that after centuries and centuries of preparation it would be quite easy to have a whole group of people ascending. The
circumstances were perfect, at least in a sufficient number of countries. No
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huge wars or famines. No epidemics. Even the churches stopped torturing. In
addition, the new technology allowed to them share all kinds of information
and connect with people from all over the world.”
“Sure.” Althar was leaning over the table, sniffing at the glasses in pure
delight.
“So I said to him, ‘Listen, Holy Brother, the ground is prepared. Tobias said
it all in three series. It will take no longer than four years until we have a group
ascension. And after that, in five years at most, things will either fall apart or
at least get totally stuck in human group dynamics.’”
“Yeah, like they always do.” Althar was still staring at the glasses. “Shouldn’t
we try one of these? I mean, it would be a pity if they evaporated in this dry
air. The air is dry, don’t you think?”
Ho ignored Althar’s comment and continued. “So we agreed on the bet.
The five years went by, we had some occasional ascensions, and you might
even call that a group ascension, albeit a small one. Things were going
in my favor. But after those five years, he just continued. And continued.
And continued!”
Althar was pretending to listen carefully while slowly pulling a glass closer.
“And now, he even predicts a mass ascension. Not
just a group, like a dozen or two. No, hundreds, if not
thousands.”

“AND NOW,

Althar nodded his iridescent head. “Actually, I heard
his message. And because I agree with him, we should
celebrate properly.” He lifted a glass in joyful expectation.

HE EVEN PREDICTS
A MASS ASCENSION.

Ho also took a glass and stared into it, apparently
inspecting the liquid. “In the grand scheme of things, this
is indeed great news and most certainly deserves a celebration. But in the even grander scheme of things, well,
I just lost a bet!”

NOT JUST A GROUP,
LIKE A DOZEN OR TWO.

“That’s really bad. So why not see if this potion is a remedy for your bad luck?”

NO, HUNDREDS,

Both raised their glasses and drained the contents.

IF NOT THOUSANDS.”

Althar felt the liquid throughout his whole body. “Ah,
what an exquisite taste. Ho, you should definitely bet
more often. And lose, of course. I mean, if this is the outcome of a lost bet, then where is the problem?”
Ho, feeling the refreshment induced by the elixir said, “No. Losing bets is
not my thing. But maybe I should reinterpret the past and pretend that I only
placed the bet so we could enjoy this very moment.”
Althar nodded.

14
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“I could even go so far to say that I took on the bet in utmost compassion
for humanity, simply to push him to go on and on.”
Althar raised an eye brow.
“Right?” Ho continued. “And in this interpretation of the past, I didn’t even
bet. I just invented a stimulus for the good of all.”
Ho took another glass and drank it. “So, in the grandest scheme of things
there was no bet, I did not lose it, and many time-bound humans enjoyed
twenty years of spiritual and post-spiritual entertainment.”
“So let’s toast on the flexibility of existence and our birthright to interpret it as we like,” Althar said, grabbing two glasses and emptying them
in quick succession.
At that very moment, St. Germain approached the table, a big smile on his
face. “Althar, so good that you join the celebration and support your friend
Ho through this most memorable night.”
“Ah, the Holy Brother, alias St. Germain himself,” Althar replied, getting up
and indicating a bow. Pointing at the bottle he said, “I guess I have underestimated your sense of humor.”
“Most likely. I hope you appreciate it,” St. G. said, returning the bow.
“Sure did. Just using a hyphen to butcher the word holy into Ho-Ly, thereby
calling my friend a liar while at the same time referring to your title and making him drink the whole thing – that’s quite impressive. I guess it took you
about, oh, let’s see, twenty years to come up with it?”
St. G’s glow shifted ever so slightly from violet to red. Althar continued,
“No, considering your sense of humor that would be too fast. I guess you
schemed this out during your vacation in the crystal prison. As a pro in the
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subject matter, I know that crystals are very inspiring. And that would have
given you about 100,000 years to come up with the plan, right?”
St. G. stood as if frozen, while Ho sensed where Althar was going with this.
“But it was definitely worth it,” Althar continued. “The elixir compensates
for the little pang in my friend’s heart over his lost bet. On the other hand, a
won bet should be balanced by a lost bet, don’t you think?”
“You want to challenge me?” St. G. asked, his bristling barely detectible.
“Yeah, I do. You see, I followed your discourses over the years. Quite nice,
by the way. But I wondered, ‘When will he talk about the one and only thing
of relevance?’ I mean the final letting go.”
“The final letting go? You mean letting go of the
belief that separation is real?” Ho interjected.
“Exactly.” Althar grinned.
“Well,” St. G. mumbled, “We are getting there.
You know, if you bring this up too early, many will just
run off.”
“Really?” Althar said. “Your highly praised high
potentials would just escape? So my bet is this.
You will need at least five more years before
you have the guts to finally talk about it.”
“Challenge accepted!” St. G. roared and
left the table.
“That was cool,” Ho said. “Not
exactly the elegant Shakespearean
style, but it worked.”
“Right, but you know what?”
Althar said, scratching his
head. After a moment of pondering he continued, “This was
way too easy. I suspect that all of
this is indeed Shakespearean style
and the drama has already been masterfully plotted by our Holy Brother.”
“You mean, it is not us getting him into a bet, but the
other way around?”
“That’s what I suspect. By him dragging things out so long, he inspires the
rest of us to come up with alternative attempts.”
Ho thought about it. “That’s even cooler. So let’s pretend we did not
see through his plan and indeed come up with just another alternative

16
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attempt.” He emptied another glass. “How about this: you write about
the final letting go, and this might force him to speak about it in less than
five years. If he does, you won the bet. If he doesn’t, well, then he was
probably right in delaying, but at least the word
has already gone out, plus we might get another
bottle of the elixir.”
“Challenge accepted,” Althar said. He took another glass, closed his crystalline eyes for a moment,
and as they again opened the shot glass transmuted
into a beautiful book. “Done!”
“Good,” Ho said. “That looked like hard work.
Now let’s relax and enjoy the elixir. Also, I bet that
you are not able to create an elixir of this quality out
of thin air.”
“You don’t get me that easy,” Althar retorted.
“Just so you know, I infused the crystals of St. G’s
prison so that he came up with a scheme to lure you
into a bet you would lose so that I could enjoy a fine
elixir this night, just about, oh, 100,000 years later.
Now, who is the real Shakespeare?”
“I guess you just shamelessly reinterpreted existence to make you feel good.”
“Who knows? But I bet you cannot prove
me wrong.”
They shared a smile and clinked their crystalline glasses.

Joachim Wolffram has published various postspiritual books, including the Althar series. For
details about available translations and workshops, or to contact him, visit
his website www.wolffram.de or Facebook page at www.facebook.com/
joachim.wolffram
“Althar – The Final Letting Go” is available in print and as ebook at
Amazon here.
The German edition, “Althar – Das Letzte Loslassen,” can be found here.
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

CLOUD CLASS INFORMATION
Most Cloud Classes will remain available indefinitely. You have 90 days streaming access from the date of
purchase (or from the date of broadcast, if applicable). We also provide online English transcripts and text
translations when available. We hope you enjoy these essential offerings!

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE CLOUD CLASSES

(click titles for more info)

• Adamus’ Sensuality Clinic

• The Master’s Life, Part 7: I Am Creation

• Addiction Unplugged

• The Master’s Life, Part 8: Nova Vita

• Ancestral Freedom

• The Master’s Voice

• Consciousness Revolution

• New Earth Update

• Consciousness Theater

• ProGnost 2016

• DreamWalker™ Birth

• ProGnost 2016 UPDATE

• DreamWalker® Death Transitions

• ProGnost 2017

• Four Masters in Munich

• ProGnost 2017 UPDATE

• Freedom… Now What?

• ProGnost 2018

• The Master’s Life, Part 1: Transfiguration

• ProGnost 2018 UPDATE – Goodbye Gaia

• The Master’s Life, Part 2: I Am Here

• Quantum Allowing

• The Master’s Life, Part 3: Embodiment

• The Simple Master

• The Master’s Life, Part 4: Sensuality

• Timeless – A Journey Beyond

• The Master’s Life, Part 5: Ahmyo

• Wound of Adam

• The Master’s Life, Part 6: No More!

THE MASTER’S LIFE 8 – NOVA VITA

NEW!

This is the time of your New Life in embodied
Realization, of living within your creation. It is a time
of convergence – gathering and integrating past
lives, honoring all you have experienced, and allowing your wisdom. The crystalline disc within will naturally bring the fulfillment of your ancient Atlantean
Dream. Allow yourself to experience it fully, now
consciously choosing the attributes of your New Life.
Broadcast: Begins September 14
Cost: $145 (through December 14,
2018, $195 thereafter)
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS
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This process is unlike anything previously experienced on Earth, even by other Ascended Masters.
They are watching the unfolding of this movement
within you and reporting back to your angelic
families. There is movement of energy in the
other realms, something very different than before.
Energy is changing, becoming freer and more tailored to each individual, and supporting your conscious creation.

CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

NEW

PROGNOST 2018 UPDATE

Gaia. She has brought life and balance to Planet
Earth for eons of time, helping to create this beautiful place of experience on behalf of the Order of the
Arc in an epic act of co-creation.

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $44 (through September 30,
2018; $66 thereafter)
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL

Now, she’s leaving, because humans are ready
to take responsibility for Earth. In ProGnost 2018
Adamus talks about TechGRIN (Genology, Robotics,
Artificial Intelligence and Nanotechnology), and in
this Update he discusses TechGREEN – Gaia, the
Realms, Energy, Earth (terra), and Nature.
As everything changes in this Time of Machines, it
becomes more important than ever to expand our
own consciousness and allow the Free Energy body
to integrate with our biology.

WATCH EXCERPTS

THE MASTER’S LIFE, PART 7: I AM CREATION

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $195
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS

A Cloud Class for those who have released old patterns and stuck energies and are ready to allow their
true creatorship to emerge. Let go of all preconceptions about creation, for it is something that has never
before been experienced in the human reality. It is
allowing the integration and Realization of the Master
self, and meeting the creator – you – within your creation. There is no room for wounds, fears and limitations, because true creation will only embed these
things deeper into your reality.
I Am Creation requires a large amount of spiritual
maturity, which means you’re no longer just focused
on the human identity and its needs, and it marks
the metamorphosis from the human caterpillar to the
integrated butterfly. You are strongly encouraged to
attend “Master’s Life 6 – No More!” before participating in “I Am Creation.”
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FUNDAMENTAL REALIZATIONS
OF

EMERGENCE

As he invites us to “Breathe in the mystical
air,” Beloved St. Germain brings a beautiful and
important message about the time of Emergence.
We are allowing our true Realization, beginning
to understand that energy serves us without
distortion or deceit, and stepping into our sovereignty. We are realizing the trinity of Self – the
human of experience, the Master of wisdom and
the I Am of presence – moving beyond both past
and future into the eternal now.
This message was recorded for Shoud 1 of
the Emergence Series, breakthrough message
about embodied enlightenment is living the life
of a Master on Earth.

20
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Length: 21:09
Format: Downloadable audio
(mp3), video (m4v) and text (pdf)
Cost: Free
Featuring: Beloved St. Germain
Recorded at the Crimson Circle
Connection Center, August 2018

MORE INFO

THE NEW
HUMAN SPECIES

Three teachers share their wisdom and insights
about the new directions that humanity is taking.

Length: Session 1 - 1:20:27
Session 2 - 1:14:08

In the first session, Jim Self talks about the reconnection of our mental and emotional bodies and the
implications in our everyday lives and experiences.
Steve Rother shares about the four steps that are
underway – moving into a morphogenic body, a
neurogenic body, a new neural network and finally
into bioluminescence. Geoffrey Hoppe mentions
the four species that will soon share the planet –
homo sapiens, homo techno, robo sapiens and
homo christos – and what this might mean for our
experiences as embodied Masters on Earth.

Format: Downloadable audio
(mp3), video (m4v) & text (pdf)

The second session consists of questions submitted by audience members, along with answers and
the unique perspectives of each presenter.

Cost: Free
Featuring:
Jim Self
Steve Rother
Geoffrey Hoppe
Recorded at the Crimson
Circle Connection Center,
August 25, 2018
MORE INFO
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GETTING

I

adore both Adamus’ and Tobias’ graceful ability to explain things about
me that I take for granted. Defined in the Teacher series, and revisited in
Shoud 7 of the Wings series, gnost, or our “creative solution,” is the part
of us that solves problems beyond the capabilities of the mind.
The explanations enabled me to realize that, for me, it is a form of “on
demand intuition.” Gnost is one of those things I use when needed. For
example, in high school, I would tell friends things about themselves or their
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future, and finish with, “I don’t really have a right to know that, but I do.”
Usually, what I said would enable them to solve a problem they were facing.
All too often, they would react by telling me that I was imagining things.
In fairness, I do have a “hyperactive” imagination, and have had it for as
long as I can remember. Slipping into another world while walking down the
road is something I remember doing when at four years old. And yesterday,
while walking my dog. And later today, after I write this.
Can you imagine my delight when Adamus and Tobias described gnost,
and later, when Adamus spoke of Imagination as a sense? All my life I’d
heard that imagination wasn’t real and that the worlds I went to were only an
escape from this one. Everything clicked when I heard that I was using a sense
to experience other dimensions. It was like exposing the hidden gears of an
old-fashioned clock.
With those explanations, I realized that gnost and imagination are an
escape for me AND a source of deeper connection to this life. As Adamus
said, “Human life is dull, grey.” Please allow me to share a couple examples
of how gnost and imagination have splashed color on my experience.
Names.
“It’s nice to meet you, but I’m horrible at remembering names.”
Has anyone else ever said this?
I heard it so many times while in the Navy that it was almost expected that
everyone you met wouldn’t remember your name. I broke the habit
with gnost and imagination.
The first time my Commanding Officer asked me, “Who told you
that?” I had to reply with, “I’m afraid I forgot his name, Sir. I’m terrible with names.” The sour look on his face spoke volumes.
And then it hit me! We ALL wore name tags. I had read the man’s
name tag. That was an event in time that I could revisit. I imagined
reading the name tag again, and the entire conversation came
back to me.
“It was Chief Smith, sir,” I said, and then described him so my
superior would know I wasn’t making it up.

By Peter Sharrai

After that point, I made a special point of stopping to read people’s name tags. Not to memorize them, but to solidify the act of
reading them in case I needed to re-experience knowing the person’s name.
Before the concept of gnost, I still had to do little things to soothe my
conscious mind’s fears of finding the right name, because I have met a lot of
people in my life. One technique was to read each letter of their name tag
and then associate it with something about them. S-smokey grey hair, M-mole
on face, I-indigo aura, T-thick eyebrows, H-hard set to jaw, etc.
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I do that now, but only for the fun of it. Secure in the gnost, I let the name
come to me, no “fancy tricks” needed. In fact, sometimes it brings a whole
lot more than that.
I listened to Shoud 7 of the Wings Series on Monday, March 26th. When
Adamus said, “You wonder why you have issues with electronic devices—
it’s because you’re learning to trust the gnost. Your own knowing.” [not an
exact quote]
I laughed, thinking, “I never have issues with electronics.”
The next day, I was driving to a local writing group for the first time. I’d
never been to the group before and had only a vague idea of where to go
(building number on a college campus). I’d checked the map the previous
night and remembered that the location was about thirty miles away.

I noticed that google maps had called in sick before leaving my house.
As I walked to my car, the entire “episode” came to me via imagination and
gnost. I would fight with the phone, all the while driving closer and closer to
this “unknown” destination. Finally, the phone would work, and I’d discover
I was right there.
I went through the drama anyway. At every crossroads, there was such mental confusion. Turn left or right? Go straight?
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This is It
Highlights from Emergence
Shoud 1

NEW VIDEOS

It became a game of tug-o-war. I’d stop at a red light and troubleshoot
the phone –restart the app, reboot my phone. The light would turn green
and I’d toss it on the passenger seat in disgust and keep driving. Traffic
stopped on the highway. I shut the phone off and on again. Traffic cleared
up and I drove on.
I knew most of the route. I only wanted clarification of how to navigate this unfamiliar part of the world. My spine would tingle every time I
needed to make a turn.
I tried everything a person in the IT field can try to get the phone to
work. That’s right! I tried. Which just brought me more of the same results.
That is to say, my phone “Adamus smiled” at me and refused to work.

Distilling It All – Merabh
From Emergence Shoud 1

Things like this just don’t happen to me. I’m the guy that makes electronics sit up straight and eat their vegetables.
Finally, I parked my car, and had it out with my phone. By which I mean, I
felt into what was going on. Which sounded something like, “WTF Kuriel!”
(Kuriel is my Master Aspect, for anyone who doesn’t know me from Keahak VI).
I mean, I Allowed the Master.
He brought my attention to the drama. That tingling sensation I’d
felt in my spine was the instant answer to every question I’d asked.
My preoccupation with the phone enabled me to follow the feeling
without thinking.

Fundamental Realizations of
Emergence
Recorded for Emergence Shoud 1

Adamus’ words (and, indeed, his collusion with Kuriel) came to mind. I
laughed and remembered choosing to experience the drama. And then
my phone started working.
I was less than a tenth of a mile from my destination. If I’d kept going,
I would have spotted the campus and been able to turn left at the next
traffic light. If I’d made that turn, I would have noticed that the only visible
building to the left had the right building number.

Master’s Life part 8 – Nova Vita
Highlights
(available September 14, 2018)

Gnost had taken me right to where I needed to go. Doubt had shut it
down—BUT acting despite the doubt helped retrain the human.
And now, I can say with certainty, “Getting gnosty is a lot of fun.”

The New Human Species
Jim Self, Steve Rother,
Geoffrey Hoppe
Peter Sharrai, Master Kuriel’s human aspect, is a creative writer, poet,
and cybersecurity analyst. And so much more. He says, “I’m in love with
Shaumbra and I share those expressions on my blog at emkuriel.wordpress.com.” For direct communication, feel free to email him at peter.
sharrai@gmail.com, or emkuriel@gmail.com.
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THE

CRITICS CORNER

Excerpts from Shaumbra reviews and comments on various products. To leave your own feedback on any class or product, simply go
to the item page in the Crimson Circle store and click on Ratings and Reviews!

TRUE CREATION – WHY WE’RE HERE
These sessions “knocked me out” like no other material I’ve experienced. I feel it’s important to listen and
experience without distraction, so you can immerse
yourself as deeply as you choose.
Remembering back to the years of “what is my purpose?” and “why am I here?” brings back those feelings of being a bit lost after my “awakening.” It all
seems so shallow now compared to the indescribable
depth of what is being brought forth to assist us in
our realization.
BE the Living I AM. It is not only the name of the
last session, but it was one of the things that, when
I heard Saint-Germain speak it, I felt it through my
entire being. Meeting yourself as the Creator within
your creation would have only been words had I,
like so many others, not brought ourselves to this
sacred point.
We are on the brink of living as embodied realized
beings. This material, like no other before it, supports in a way that it can affect our entire body of
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consciousness. If you are drawn to this Master’s Life,
I invite you, like Saint-Germain does, to really open
and allow yourself to experience what is presented.
It is beyond life changing. It is why we’re here.
~ KH

BEST PROGNOST EVER
Wow. I’m not sure why it’s called an update, for this
might be the best ProGnost ever!
In the first two sessions Adamus gives the clearest picture yet of how Gaia is leaving, and of how humanity
is taking over responsibility for Planet Earth. He talks
about technologies that are already being developed
for that, and about how those will be both wonderful
and sometimes scary. I found it to be a very beautiful
picture of the future on Earth, so long as there is consciousness to balance it. And that, of course, is our job.
Then there is the third session, the merabh, and it is
worth far more than the small price of this Cloud Class.
In the merabh Adamus brings it all together for us,
starting with the Order of the Arc and how conscious

THE

CRITICS CORNER
So, from my experience, if you just reading the title and
the description – the words just try to point to the experience of it, but it has some great experiences on the
personal level, and just maybe feeling how apprioriate is
for you can help you determine if it is for you. Yet, Gaia
is leaving, we say goodbye, but there are some things
to consider looking at this particular case and here are
some deep understandings and physics about that.
~ FI

THINGS ARE CHANGING!
creation began there and resulted in this playground
we call our physical universe. He talks about how our
“free energy body” (a.k.a. light body) is integrating with
our biological body, and of how that changes how we
relate with everything.
This class is short (under three hours) and inexpensive, and
it left me feeling really good about where we are going!
~ JM

DEEP UNDERSTANDING
My personal experience with Goodbye Gaia was an
incredible expansion while going through the videos.
While the obvious presentation has incredible words
for it, the experience was quite amazing for me, beyond words and even listening to the Adamus physics
was pretty amazing to me. Going through the material
was based on a conscious choice to experience it, so
I observed how at the time of starting the process everything around me just quieted down, like everything
being in support of my experience, and just feeling the
deep safe space that radiates from the videos.
In the third video is a merabh, kind of one the best experiences, and most about personal feelings about creation, co-creation and feeling into the gathering of the
Order of the Arc at the beginning, yet all into the now.

As I watched ProGnost, I had a whole range of feelings arise; from that’s nice, to oh my, this could be a
big deal; but as I listened to Adamus, I realized he was
saying that we will be taking accountability for what
happens on this planet and no longer expecting Gaia
to hold the balance for us. We are responsible for ourselves and our planet. In my opinion, this is what we
have been needing to do for a long time. This class is
appropriate for individuals who are ready to embrace
their sovereignty.
~ JD

GOODBYE GAIA, HELLO HUMANITY!
I’m personally jazzed about the future from this update.
It IS happening with or without us, so why not find the
joy and stay here to play longer? Adamus lays out what
we can expect in the world in the next few decades
and again you may be sad or glad about it. However,
change is happening and will continue as humanity
takes responsibility now for the planet instead of Gaia.
Yes indeed it’s time for human and spiritual maturity on
this planet. And with Shaumbra on the leading edge
of consciousness, why we are here. Let’s bring it! Along
with another order of fries with that meatless burger….
~ TM
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CC TIPS
Monthly tips to help you make the most of your Crimson Circle online experience

CORE MATERIAL
With the astonishing amount of material generated by
Tobias and Adamus over the years, much of it free and all
of it potentially life-changing, it can be daunting to know
where to start! Have you ever wondered which presentations are considered most important to experience?

While your inner knowing will always bring you the next
appropriate experience, we thought it might be helpful
to have a guide with recommendations for the best of the
best in Crimson Circle material.

If you’re not sure what to do next, we invite you to look
at Core Material. The link is on the main HUB page of the
Crimson Circle website.

• Cloud Classes

We have found these materials to be the foundation
for the personal journey from awakening to mastery.
Categories include:

• Music

• Advanced Studies
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• Downloadable Products

• Books
• Free items

NEW TRANSLATIONS
Category

Title

Language

Link

TML6 – No More!

BG, CZ, DE, ES, FI,
FR, JP, LV, NO, PL, PT,
RO, RU

MORE
INFO

CLOUD
CLASS

TML7 – I Am Creation

CZ, DE, FR, JP, LV, PL,
PT, RU, ES

MORE
INFO

CLOUD
CLASS

ProGnost 2018
UPDATE –
Goodbye Gaia

CZ, DE, NO

MORE
INFO

Abundance Merabh

FR, DE, GR, HU, IT,
JP, NO, PL, RO, RU,
SR, ES

MORE
INFO

CLOUD
CLASS

MERABH

DE=German; DK=Danish; ES=Spanish; FI=Finnish; FR=French; GR=Greek; HU=Hungarian; ID=Indonesian; IT=Italian; JP=Japanese;
NL=Dutch; NO=Norwegian; PL=Polish; PT=Portuguese; RO=Romanian; RU=Russian; SL=Slovenian; SR=Serbian; SV–Swedish; TR=Turkish
VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT

By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Magazine editor, Crimson Circle Teacher

“IT COMES TO YOU.”
“IT’S THERE BEFORE YOU GET THERE.”
“ENERGY SERVES THE MASTER.”

MAGICA VITA
(THE MAGICAL LIFE)

T

By Jean Tinder
Content Manager
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his stuff isn’t new. Although Adamus has been talking about it a lot,
way back in May 2005, Tobias said, “The synchronistic life is when
everything truly comes to you, every energy you ever need.” This
synchronistic life of Tobias is what Adamus calls the “Ahmyo life.” But I’ve
decided to call it (with apologies to Master’s Life 8) “Magica Vita” or “the
magical life,” because that’s really how it feels to me! Things just fall in place

is very clear. I’ll share a bit of what
I’ve discovered.
The most important part of living a magical life is YOU. By that
I mean you have to put yourself
first, no matter what old voices or
patterns might pop up. Living the
synchronistic life – which, by definition, is unplanned and unmanaged – means that your feelings,
desires, nudges, likes, dislikes,
wants, needs and preferences
must take higher priority than all
others. Some may say it’s selfish
and self-centered, but maybe it’s
time to be centered in your Self!
And anyway, when we put someone else first, we’re pretending to
know what’s best for them, which
turns out to be approximately
100% inaccurate. But the real
challenge with putting ourselves
first is learning to ignore the inner
voices of limitation, old patterns,
guilt and the like. It’s easy, but
takes a lot of practice.

as if someone is waving a magic
wand, and it seems to be happening more every day. How does it
work? Well, it’s a little hard to explain
because there’s nothing certain or
obvious about it, but the experience

The other day I was at the hardware store picking up a couple
items for my nearly-complete
bathroom remodeling project. On
the way to the checkout, something caught my eye and I picked
up a steel scrub brush. It wasn’t on
my list and I had no idea what to
use it for, but there was the little
nudge, so I put it in the basket.
Then another very familiar voice
piped up, “What are you getting
that for? Stop spending money on
all these impulse purchases!” so I put
it back. Two days later, I suddenly
needed – you guessed it – a wire
brush! Now I had to go all the way
back to town, find my way through

the huge store and spend three dollars on something that had really tried
to be there for me before I needed it.
I had to laugh at the perfect example
of getting in my own way. Or, more
precisely, letting the old voices of
limitation and fear get in my way. To
state the obvious, that’s NOT how to
live the magical life!
The magic happens when you are
so connected, observant and trusting with yourself that you follow
those inner nudges without question
or doubt. Then you get to discover
how they turn out to be perfect,
even better than you could have
planned. Another example…
A few weeks ago, I managed to
get caught in one of Colorado’s
infamous hailstorms. (Still haven’t
figured out why I created that particular experience, other than the
thrill of a serious adrenaline rush!)
I called the insurance company
and they said I had to choose an
auto body shop to do the repairs
before they would pay for anything. Having never needed that
kind of service before, I had no
idea where to begin, let alone how
to tell if they were a fair and reputable shop. I took a deep breath
and started an online search, which
turned up a number of shops in the
area. But how to decide? And then,
for no reason I could see, I felt
a slight tug toward one of them.
The ratings seemed okay and with
nothing else to go on, I made the
call and got an appointment.
Over the next several weeks of
interacting with them, I discovered
why this was the appropriate poten-
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tial. The woman handling my case has been working there for 17 years (a good
sign) and just so happens to be a neighbor who lives less than 3 miles from
me! She even offered to give me a ride home while they kept my car, pulled
some strings to get my case through the system in a timely manner (“That’s just
what you do for neighbors” she said), and patiently helped me understand all
the complicated insurance stuff. In the end, I wasn’t even
charged, and now I know a good body shop! There was
no way to know it would turn out so perfectly, other than
paying attention to that little nudge.
Part of the fun of the magical life is discovering how
it is already synchronistic, if we get out of the way. All
you have to do is pick whatever potential you feel drawn
to, ignore the “sensible, responsible, fearful” (limiting)
voices that pop up, and watch how it unfolds into the
“right” choice. Then every day starts lighting up with a
touch of magic!
With the bathroom project, I’ve also been to a tile
store several times. One day I showed the helpful lady
who works there some photos of my unusual tile work.
The next time I was in to get more tiles she thanked me.
Someone else had come along looking for “something
different” and she shared my idea. It made me realize
that our magic synchronicity is contagious, even touching people we’ll never meet!
While working on this project, I also learned something about potentials. You cannot choose the wrong
one, because it simply doesn’t exist! Every potential will
serve you in some way or other, filling in your experience
of life in whatever way you choose. Here’s an example…
I’ve been doing all the remodeling work myself, which
is both agonizingly slow and incredibly fulfilling. An hour
or two in the evenings and a couple weekends a month
is not the way to get a project done quickly, but I don’t
mind because it’s getting done MY way, turning out
exactly how I want it. And there’s nothing like literally
living within your creation! For the floor I chose something called “pebble tiles,” which involve a lot of small
random shaped pieces of stone, but I love the look.
They come in 1 square foot sections, but for the very
best appearance, you have to do a lot of the placement
by hand, like putting together a huge puzzle (an activity
I found quite relaxing and satisfying). But the interesting
thing is, there’s no right way to do it, no puzzle box with the finished version
to match. In any particular spot were dozens of choices, each affecting what
could come next. Sometimes it would flow easily, other times a particular sec-
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Bathroom floor almost done

tion would take a little more time. But no matter what piece I chose, it would
always work out. There was never a “right” choice, never a “wrong” choice,
only the next choice. Once in a while I’d change my mind, take a few pieces
out and put other ones in their place. But no matter how often I chose “this”
over “that,” it never changed the fact that the floor was turning out perfect
and absolutely beautiful.
That’s how the magical life works! It doesn’t matter what you choose, and
you’ll never get it right because you cannot get it wrong. Every moment you
are surrounded by potentials, and every potential is like a little piece of your
puzzle, waiting to be placed however you wish. The variables are infinite.
But if you try to apply old beliefs like ‘everything has to be in the proper
sequence, or go in a straight line, can’t be too big and extravagant or too
small and insignificant,’ or whatever other notion pops up, it just complicates
the process. This life we’re allowing is NOT about finally getting it right. It’s
about discovering what lights you up – before you talk yourself out of it – and
then allowing the perfection to unfold. Which reminds me of something…
Years ago, I used to make jewelry and one day decided to make a necklace
using a bowl of leftover beads. They were all shapes, sizes and colors, and
I purposely chose them at random, picking up each one without looking or
deciding if it was the “right” one. The piece turned out so beautiful that a
friend decided to do the same thing. However, she tried to make it random
on purpose, judging each bead on its size and appearance, and in the end,
she was disappointed with the result. Rather than trusting the natural flow of
“random” selection, she tried to manage it, and got something quite different – even though it was from the very same bowl of beads! That always stuck
with me, illustrating how trying to manage life really just makes it feel stiff and
labored. We think we’re being responsible and doing it “right,” when the
Master just wants to play and experience the magic!
I’m getting better at following those little nudges. They are gentle, never
loud, and quite easy to miss if I’m not present with myself. But the result is a
constant flow of synchronicity. In fact, I’m beginning to trust it so much that
when things don’t appear to be flowing, I remind myself I haven’t gotten to
the “end” of it yet and tell my human to just hang in there. Whether daily
logistics, workflow challenges, travel plans or major life decisions, the unerring
compass is a gentle tug within that says, “Let’s take this step today, even if the
next one doesn’t appear until tomorrow.” And it always, always works out! It’s
not about being passive; I have to take the steps and do the things, but then
I find myself playing within my creation – and that is truly magical!
Some may say this mode of living is reckless and irresponsible, but I say it’s
the most sensible way of life I could possibly choose, being responsive to my
own Self, her nudges, inspirations and invitations. It brings more synchronicities than the best planning and discipline could have possibly conjured up,
and none of the stress. Plus, it turns out to be the best for everyone around
me too. The magical life… I finally can’t get it wrong!
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

ASPECTOLOGY
SCHOOL

DREAMWALKER™
BIRTH TRANSITIONS

®

September 14–16, 2018
Dijon, France
Liliia Kiselova

October 12–14, 2018
Hamburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

September 14–16, 2018
Cluj–Napoca, Romania
Lucieta Gavril

October 12–14, 2018
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger

November 2–4, 2018
Nuland, Netherlands
Irene Berger

September 21–23, 2018
Denver, Colorado, United States
Paul Cook
September 28–30, 2018
Syke, Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer

November 2–4, 2018
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer and Sigrid Nullmeyer

October 19–21, 2018
Mexico City, Mexico
Matilde Monroy and Michele Morayta

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION
TRANSITIONS

DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS

December 7–9, 2018
Hamburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

September 7–9, 2018
Mondsee near Salzburg, Austria
Angelika Ruppert

January 11–13, 2019
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger

September 7–9, 2018
Campinas, SP, Brazil
Luiz Antonio Viotto
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November 2–4, 2018
Zurich, Switzerland
Eveline Rufer
November 7–9, 2018
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura
November 9–11, 2018
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril
January 25–27, 2019
Walding by Linz, Austria
Andrea Fuchs

CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

DREAMWALKER™
LIFE

NEW ENERGY
SYNCHROTIZE™

SEXUAL ENERGIES
SCHOOL

October 12–14, 2018
Salvador, BA, Brazil
Luiz Antonio Viotto

November 15–18, 2018
Hamburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

November 9–11, 2018
Rodgau–Hainhausen (near Frankfurt/Main), Germany
Karin Hoyer

September 7–9, 2018
Bad Honnef, Germany
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen
September 7–9, 2018
Cascais, Portugal
Raquel Miranda

November 9–11, 2018
Nuland, Netherlands
Irene Berger
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September 14–16, 2018
Liebefeld, Switzerland
Heidi Staeheli

January 18–20, 2019
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger

DISCOVERING
YOUR PASSION

September 14–16, 2018
La–Tour–de–Trême, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch
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FOR VIDEO
JOURNEY OF THE
ANGELS
October 5–7, 2018
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura

November 17–18, 2018
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer

September 26–28, 2018
Brasov, Romania
Florin Ilie Mandiuc and Anca Apostol
October 5–7, 2018
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer and Sigrid Nullmeyer
October 19–21, 2018
Campinas, SP, Brazil
Luiz Antonio Viotto
November 9–11, 2018
Tugun, QLD, Australia
Leanne Woodbury and Sharon Keith
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